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Chapter 2021 Re-Saturation! 

The vibrant luster of Providence surged in the surroundings as Noah looked at it closely. 

This was also a law he wanted to grasp as with his rather ridiculous percentages and time he had within 

the Dimensional Holy Land, he felt like he would be able to grasp and learn it when he could already 

identify its essence. 

Such a Fundamental Natural Law surged around them right now as in moments where one's actions or 

the actions of a few were ones that would have a tremendous effect on the lives of many in the coming 

future! 

Seeing such a development, Noah naturally smiled towards Guinevere as he spoke back in the same 

tone. 

"How about the other Dimensional Rulers? How quickly will you be able to make them fall in line?" 

The support of one powerful Nature Integration existence was stupendous, but having 9 more was even 

more glorious as when he did this- all the Domains these beings controlled and the whole of Avalon 

Dimension would fall under Noah's grasp. 

"Mmm…" The brief smile that lit up the surroundings was slowly tucked away as her glacial demeanor 

came back, Guinevere gazing below them at the points of light as she replied lightly. 

"For them, power speaks the most volume. You've already won the favor of some with your identity and 

authority, the others will simply bend to power. Let us see how the show you have planned in the 

Dream Dimension with the Abomination goes as if it is dazzling enough, the rest of them should slowly 

come to support you." 

Noah's eyes flashed with a sharp light at this reply as he nodded, also gazing below their feet as a hungry 

light came over his eyes. 

"Then, without any more surprises suddenly rising…let me lay down the punishment of the Heliotrope 

Lion Emperor." 

WAA! 

His thoughts were brazenly put out in the open when he was before Guinevere as she simply waved her 

hands coldly to cause their figures to rapidly descend, returning back to their True Bodies and to the 

faces of Dimensional Rulers who held dissatisfied expressions! 

<Was whatever he had to say to you sufficient to move you?> 

Morgana was the first to echo out with authority in her voice as the Absolute Avalon Clones returned 

and disappeared. 

The languid eyes of Guinevere were as calm as ever as she replied blandly. 

<Yes. The QUINTESSENTIAL DIMENSIONAL EMPEROR has my full support.> 
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…! 

She didn't use his name as she instead spoke of his title- a choice that reminded the Dimensional Rulers 

who the being before them was as many of them couldn't reply straight away! 

Her words caused the gaze of some to become even more clouded while others remained impassive, 

their standing towards Noah unknown. 

<Let us first set things right though. Starting with the one who betrayed his entire Lineage to support a 

Dimensional Hellion Ruler to attain the authority of his home.> 

Even before her words finished, Noah was already walking towards the bound Emerillon- the Heliotrope 

Lion Emperor whose power was still unshakable! 

Even though his True Vitality Values were drawn down to the lowest level and his resource Regeneration 

was cut off, this being was still dangerous to the utmost level. 

But while weakened so much and bound by Guinevere, it would be a simple matter to utilize the 

authority of 100% Understanding of the Decretum of Avalon to cause the dissolution of this being from 

his Integration of the very aspect of Reality! 

100%. 

What exactly did 100% mean? 

To grasp this, we have to go through past prompts that had crossed before Noah's Main Body not too 

long ago. 

<You have successfully re-saturized the Dream Dimensional Layer.> 

<Your Understanding of the Decretum of Dreams has been forcefully increased to 50%> 

<You have successfully re-saturized the Prana Dimensional Layer.> 

<Your Understanding of the Decretum of Prana has been forcefully increased to 50%> 

<You have successfully re-saturized the Avalon Dimensional Layer.> 

<Your Understanding of the Decretum of Avalon has been forcefully increased to 100%> 

<...> 

At that juncture, pristine purple waterfalls of pure Avalon Essence had begun dripping above Noah's 

head from a rift that formed above him- this purest essence coming to bathe his Origin with a fantastical 

form of a profound distinction, honor, and authority! 

It wrapped around his Origin to bring about a fundamental change as while this occured, the rest of the 

prompts had passed over his eyes. 

<Your Authority as an Emperor of this Age significantly increases.> 

<The Undefined Authority under you has greatly increased.> 



<The re-saturated Paramount Kainos Dream, Prana, and Avalon Dimensional Realities grant a base 

addition of 450,000 Dimensional Damage and Defense Values, bringing your Overall Origin Base Value to 

900,000.> 

<Your Reserves of the Essence of Reality have been elevated to the Maximum of 1.6 Billion.> 

<Your Maximum True Vitality Values have risen to 2 Trillion.> 

His base reserves of the Essence of Reality were doubled, his baze Damage Values were doubled, and so 

was his True Vitality Values as after accounting for the Augmentation of Decreta and Natural Laws- 

these values were inflated even more! 

Most things were beautifully augmented, yet Noah sadly didn't see any prompts on the changes for the 

number of Stanchions or Reality Passages after the process of re-saturation! 

But he did see something else that came to wrap the prompts on this beautifully before the changes of 

Avalon showed themselves. 

<3x Pure Quintessential Kainos Natural Decretum Seeds has been obtained.> 

The Pure Quintessential Kainos Natural Decretum Seed that granted 25% in a Decretum or Natural Law, 

or half of that percentage in a Fundamental Natural Law! 

Noah has gained an additional three after the re-saturization as he now held four in total. 

Wondrously, with such a number…he could put them towards any Decretum of a Dimension to 

complete it in its entirety. 

Or he could save them all to be utilized for the hard to trek Fundamental Natural Law of Manadynamics 

and any others he might soon attain! 

Chapter 2022 Fundamental! 

Fundamental Natural Laws. 

Just how distinct were they from normal Natural Laws? How different were they to the Decreta of 

Dimensions? 

At times, observing their application in action was the most direct path of understanding! 

Far away from Noah and yet close at the same time- within the Dream Dimension. 

The nexus event worthy of note was unfolding in a spectacular fashion as for stretches of light years, the 

light of Absolute Dream Authority covered everything. 

Like a vast and endless world of Dreams the size of multiple Grotto Sanctums, a domain was laid out by 

the ancient looking Dream Dimensional Ruler as all of the Abominations led by Bjorn were included in 

this domain- their gray scaled bodies lighting up with horrific Authority as they clawed towards the 

center of the Absolute Dream Domain in a frenzy! 

Bjorn was at the edges of this Domain commanding the Abominations as his hand inscribed with <I> lit 

up with majesty and power, his Will and soul surging into it to intricately command these Abominations. 
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Uniquely, even while standing against Absolute Dream Authority- the whole domain merely acted like a 

quagmire for these Beasts as while they couldn't reject and nullify it complete like the normal essence of 

Decreta and Natural Laws, they seemed to at least be held down by it! 

But this was all. 

<ROAAAR> 

An Abomination taking on the form of an Abyss Draconian Velociraptor bellowed out with a heart 

shaking authority, its body being covered entirely by a gray authority that seemed brighter than all the 

rest. 

This vibrant gray light pushed away Absolute Dream Authority as this Abominations turned into a missile 

that tore across space towards the lone ancient looking old man whose entire body seemed to be made 

of sand! 

The speed was so fast in comparison to moving in a quagmire that the Dimensional Ruler could only shift 

his body aside, but his hand was still on the path of the crystalline jaws of the Abomination as a portion 

of it… 

SHIIK! 

Was torn off. 

Even though it was incorporeal and it could not be grasped upon, his hand was forced to briefly 

materialize when in the jaws of the Abomination as it was actually torn off. 

<...> 

The incorporeal Dimensional Ruler stared at his hand with apathy and coldness as in the gold domain 

with flowing rivers of Absolute Dream Authority- the many other Abominations roared out and lit up 

with the same light as their eyes took on an incandescent sheen. 

At the edge of this Domain, Bjorn roared out with bloodshot eyes as more of his will poured out to 

command! 

"End it!" 

WAA! 

Like missiles let loose, the Abominations surged out and ignored Absolute Dream Authority. 

The highest tier of authority within a Dimension…could be temporarily ignored by the Abominations so 

long as they activated an ability that covered them with an incandescent swirling gray authority. 

This…was dreadful news for any existences within the 9 Anchors as even their strongest could fall down 

under Legions of Abominations! 

These Abominations did not need to fully understand any Decreta or Laws in order to eliminate 

existences who had even integrated with Reality. 



And Bjorn wanted to prove that as he watched with clarity while many jaws and claws of Abominations 

tore across space towards the lone Dimensional Ruler. 

A Dimensional Ruler from the Dream Dimension that already had such existences few in number. 

They were few, but they were old. Extremely old as this fact alone still allowed them to retain their 

Hegemony as one of the 9 Dimensions.  

Age wasn't always a factor of strength, but when one had lived as old as this ancient Dimensional Ruler 

before us, it became a crucial feature! 

HOONG! 

As tens of Abominations neared his body to rip apart everything about him, the eyes of this Dimensional 

Ruler actually calmed as he closed them. 

He was known by many names. 

But the most crucial one was The Dreamer of Providence. 

His body lit up with a radiant golden light that wasn't Absolute Dream Authority- but it was an Absolute 

Authority of another nature that made him seem like a burning golden sun. 

It was the Absolute Authority of a Fundamental Natural Law that very few could actually understand to 

completion! 

BOOOOM! 

Like a singularity forming, Providence rushed out with an allure of majesty and power as it seemed 

undeniable. 

It was around the same time that the deadly claws of Abominations neared as when the two came in 

contact…. 

BZZZT! 

Sparks that tore apart the fabrics of Reality bloomed. 

The unique and heart shaking power within the bodies of the Abominations…could not so easily reject 

and nullify the Absolute Authority of Fundamental Natural Laws! 

The essence of the Natural Law of Weak Nuclear Force was initiated as shockingly, an obscene nuclear 

fusion reaction bloomed from the point of contact between the Absolute Providence Authority and the 

terrifying gray light. 

A nuclear fusion reaction that affected the fabric of Reality itself as soon after, even the Essence of the 

Fundamental Natural Law of Relativity was activated as space and time itself became warped, a shocking 

explosion budding at this moment as it carried an unknown number of Trillions in Damage Values! 

The very fabric of Reality was torn as soon after… 

BOOOOM! 



A deafening explosion bloomed out as in this brief period of time, one could see the pristine and 

seamless bodies of the Abominations gain…some cracks. 

Just some cracks. 

A shocking explosion then followed that flung their figures and the figure of an apathetic old man 

countless light years away as it ripped apart the space time continuum itself. 

It flung multiple Abominations and the Dreamer of Providence in one direction as even Bjorn's figure 

spat out golden blood and was flung light years away! 

Uniquely, the body of the Dreamer of Providence did not resist the forces of the explosion. 

He allowed the Absolute Providence Authority to wrap around him in a wondrous fashion as he closed 

his eyes and tore across the spacetime continuum, letting this essence lead him where it would as he 

trusted in Providence! 

The force of the explosion was heavy as the figures off the Dreamer of Providence and tens of 

Abominations were flung extremely far away, but their path uniquely headed towards a certain location 

where they shouldn't have neared if Providence was flowing normally. 

If this Fundamental Natural Law was not affected. 

But it was. 

So the bodies of the Dreamer of Providence and Tens of Abominations shot towards the direction of 

nothing else but Dungeon that a certain being had made. 

A Dungeon that at its very core, a Pocket Dimensional Reality was swallowing the very domains of the 

Dream Dimension! 

Chapter 2023 Meeting Some, Killing Some! L 

The workings of Destiny interweaved with Fate, Karma, and Fortune as they were swept up by 

Providence. 

The very fabric of Reality was torn and shattered after a shocking impact as the results of this would 

soon come to unfold! 

In the Dimensional Holy Land, Noah was gazing upon the boons brought forth by the ZENITH 

Quintessential Kainos Emperor Bloodline breaking the limits of his Origin- boons that were too many. 

When he enjoyed the feeling of re-saturation, the authority of the 100% Understanding of the Decretum 

of Avalon had wrapped around him and ushered in new knowledge. 

<Decretum of Avalon>:: An extremely high authority stemming from the Avalon Dimension. Sitting 

above Edicts and equaling only the Natural….-After arduously seeking understanding in this Decretum, 

you have achieved 100% Understanding and can freely wield Absolute Avalon Authority. Current Boosts 

granted to you through this understanding- 1,000% Augmentation to True Damage Values, True Defense 

Values, and True Vitality Values. Due to achieving full Understanding and gaining control over Absolute 

Avalon Authority, you gain an additional increase of 1,000% while moving within the Avalon Dimension, 
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and you can choose to forge an Absolute Avalon Clone that can nullify upto 80% of incoming True 

Dimensional Avalon Damage Value, or you can utilize Absolute Avalon Authority to wrap around you in a 

protective shield that can nullify 80% of incoming True Dimensional Avalon Damage Values. The 

utilization of Absolute Avalon Authority is only the doorstep as when you have integrated yourself into 

it, even more powerful paths shall open. Once integrated, only those who have achieved 100% 

Understanding in a Natural Law or Decreta can manage to segregate you while in your weakest state. 

For the Quintessential Kainos Emperor, Integration shall happen naturally after the completion of the 

6th Dimensional Layer…. 

A bundle of information that Noah was still exploring and having more enter his mind while he learned 

of Absolute Avalon Authority. 

There were many aspects to it, but the most crucial one was the fact that an existence could utilize 

Absolute Avalon Authority to segregate those who had fused with the fabric of Reality and grant them 

true death! 

This was the main aim as at this moment, his Avalon Dimensional Chassis stood before the massive 

figure of a Nature Integration expert with his Sword of Avalon raised. 

He had risen from the thrones that Guinevere made for everyone as after gaining her support, nobody 

would stop him from doing what he was about to do! 

The Sword of Avalon pulsed in his hand as it began to be wrapped in a milky purple light of Absolute 

Avalon Authority. 

It had newly unlocked features after the full support from Guinevere, but Noah put all of this past him as 

his focus remained on eradicating this already heavily injured and bound Dimensional Ruler before any 

new surprises rose up! 

The gazes of Merlin and some other Dimensional Rulers changed to become somber at this as the bound 

existence was a friend and a brother to them. 

The fact that Noah was choosing to not pardon him and truly pass down judgment would be an action 

that remains in the hearts of these beings. An action that would be hard to shake off! 

But the rewards for this were too crucial for Noah to give up- and another chance of getting such a 

powerful existence gift wrapped for him would not rise again so easily. 

HUUUM! 

A droning resonance began to resound as a sad symphony hung in the air. 

The True Vitality Values and Innate Dimensional Barrier of a Nature Integration expert were not present 

around Emerillon as Guinevere had made sure of that. 

The body of this massive Heliotrope Lion Emperor was bound by chains of both Avalon and a myriad of 

Natural Laws and Fundamental Natural Laws, unable to even regenerate its resources as its Vitality was 

currently down below 100 Trillion! 

<With this action, we set an example.> 



WAA! 

Guinevere's voice rang out from behind as she floated while watching this scene with coldness. 

<With this action, we make a statement as the support of Avalonians can only fall towards the Imperius 

Avallonis.> 

A thorough declaration of her support resounded as Noah's Tri-Pupiled eyes released astounding 

brightness, the Sword within his hands enlarging massive while surrounded by the dazzling purple light 

that was pure Absolute Avalon Authority! 

He didn't cast a skill and wanted to feel the segregation process himself as it would grant him a better 

understanding, so he watched with utmost attention as the Sword of Avalon swung down. 

The sullen and nonresponsive Heliotrope Lion Emperor rose its head at this time as it came to stare at 

Noah with apathy and ancientness, its eyes reflecting the Sword of Avalon that right before it fully sunk 

into its head…the milky purple light began to change and be tinged with blue. 

A pristine, Royal, and gorgeous cerulean Blue! 

HUUM! 

Absolute Pure Mana Output. 

Its shocking effects actually bloomed here as well! 

The Quintessential Natural Born Infinite Mana Physique was so domineering that it took any of Noah's 

output and changed it, and with the nullification of 80% True Avalon Damage Values that Avalonian 

Nature Integration experts had, it would be hard to kill them with such an essence! 

So it might have taken Noah a long time to grind down this existence while un-integrating his Aspects of 

Existence, but if the authority he wielded was replaced…. 

SHIING! 

A profound effect bloomed that even caused the nearby Dimensional Rulers to once more gaze forward 

in shock. 

The tinge and change of blue wasn't simply a change in color. 

As it sunk into the head of the Heliotrope Lion Emperor, the milky cerulean light that had covered the 

Sword of Avalon was an entirely different Absolute Authority! 

<An Astounding Achievement!> 

Beams of purple and blue light erupted out the moment the Sword sunk in! 

<You have brought to fruition wisps of Absolute Mana Authority while not having a complete 

understanding of the Fundamental Natural Law of Manadynamics!> 

…! 

A shocking affirmation came in! 



Chapter 2024 Meeting Some, Killing Some! Ll 

<You have brought to fruition wisps of Absolute Mana Authority while not having a complete 

understanding of the Fundamental Natural Law of Manadynamics!> 

Absolute Mana Authority! 

An Absolute Fundamental Authority! 

An authority that only the most powerful Dimensional Rulers who had completely understood a 

Fundamental Natural Law could utilize! 

On Noah's side, he hadn't done anything but rely on Absolute Pure Mana Output that had shockingly 

even changed the nature of the Absolute Avalon Authority he was attacking with. 

Truth be told…even he didn't know that this was possible! 

He expected the skills he cast to be affected and changed by Absolute Pure Mana Output- but he never 

expected its extent to even reach an output of Absolute Authorities. 

<Your Understanding of the Fundamental Natural Law of Manadynamics moderately increases.> 

<Your Understanding of the Fundamental Natural Law of Manadynamics moderately increases.> 

<Your Authority as an Emperor of this Age significantly increases.> 

…! 

The Sword of Avalon had pierced into the head of the Heliotrope Lion Emperor whose eyes were 

illuminated by an incandescent blue. 

He couldn't do anything while bound, so Noah closed his eyes and set his will into the Essence released 

by the Sword of Avalon and into the mysteries of the Nature Integration Realm as he found himself 

gazing into a fantastical scene. 

The existence before him that he was attacking…it was like he didn't fully exist when his senses reached 

out. 

It was like his Sword was simply piercing through a space of Avalon itself. 

Nature Integration. 

This was the wondrous aspect and uniqueness of it. 

A being truly integrated themselves into Nature as diversity this process and eradicating them was 

nearly impossible. 

This was why the gazes of Merlin and a few Dimensional Rulers who still didn't wish to see the death of 

Emerillon changed when Noah erupted with wisps of Absolute Mana Authority. 

They truly didn't believe he could actually kill this brother of theirs even if he had ridiculously 

understood the Decretum of Avalon in such a short period of time. 
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Because…while he could theoretically segregate his target- this would only be something feasible with 

his Integration of the Decretum of Avalon. 

But what about the other aspects he integrated himself into? 

The Heliotrope Lion Emperor had also integrated himself with the Natural Laws of Gravitation, Elasticity, 

and Oscillation. The Decretum of Avalon would be someone easy to segregate, but the Integration of the 

Natural Laws? This would either require a significant amount of time or too much Absolute Avalon 

Authority that the being before them might not be able to spade! 

It would be nearly impossible…unless an authority exceeding most Decreta and Natural Laws appeared. 

And ridiculously, such a thing did appear as wisps of Absolute Mana Authority weaved into the 

integrated aspects of the Heliotrope Lion Emperor, Noah's senses observing the shocking changes as he 

saw the very core of a being be ripped away from its solid fusion with Nature! 

Even though it was small in volume, the wisps of Absolute Mana Authority surged like a precise scalpel 

and carved out the Origin, Body, and Soul of Emerillon out of its Integration with precision- putting its 

body out in the open gradually and capable of being harmed to the point of no return. 

Like watching a stable radiant sea have a chunk of itself carved out, being separated from nature and 

brought out into the open as only after it was separated from Nature could one destroy it! 

This was an Aspect that made killing Nature Integration experts so tricky. 

Even if you continued to damage them- so long as you didn't remove their integrated state with the 

Natural Laws or Decretum that formed the very fabric of Reality- you would not be able to kill them! 

This was also what made it nearly impossible to kill existences who had integrated multiple Decreta and 

Natural Laws- especially Fundamental Natural Laws. 

Bring that had integrated with Manadynamics or Entropy…would need existences who had done the 

same or with a similar tier of Law to destroy! 

For the Heliotrope Lion Emperor, Noah had to only segregate the Natural Laws of Gravitation, Elasticity, 

Oscillation, and the Decretum of Avalon. 

HUUM! 

The Sword of Avalon buzzed as Absolute Avalon Authority surged out and stupendously transformed 

into small wisps of Absolute Mana Authority. 

It carved out the three Natural Laws and Avalon is it made a Boundary Between it and Nature as this 

process was slow for Noah to do currently- but he would become faster with it in time! 

The moment that he had entirely carved out the aspects of Existence of the Heliotrope Lion Emperor 

from Nature… 

<Sever.> 

…! 



A sea of blue spread out. 

Too fast for the naked eyes of Suzerains, but very clear in the eyes of Nature Integration existences as 

they saw the Assassin Emperor of Severance clad in a dangerous cerulean light surge into the core of 

Emerillon. 

This aged existence continued to keep his gaze upon Noah calmly as he didn't beg or falter even when 

his Aspects of Existence were segregated from Nature. 

Even as the symphony of death neared! 

WAA! 

Noah's own body shone with a multicolored luster as one of the 12 chances to utilize Quintessential 

Treasure Cache was activated. 

<...> 

No sound could be heard as only the allure of vibrant light could be seen. 

Separated from Nature, the Aspects of Existence of Emerillon were submerged with over 100 Trillion 

Damage Values from Noah's single attack as his very core felt dissolution and destruction! 

Rays of Resplendent light were shooting out, but it was like all sound was blotted out as even the 

symphony could no longer be heard. 

The scene contained a lugubrious sense of majesty as watching the light dimming within the calm eyes 

of the Heliotrope Lion Emperor was rather sorrowful! 

The surroundings of Insula Avallonis seemed to dim just a little along with the loss of life as even Noah's 

Tyrannical gaze did not feel any triumph or excitement from this moment. 

The first Nature Integration Realm existence perished by his hands under unique circumstances, but the 

tone was much different than any previous times when he overcame a great enemy! 

Chapter 2025 Meeting Some, Killing Some! Lll 

A sad light illuminated the purple horizon as the light faded from the eyes of the Heliotrope Lion 

Emperor and was drawn in entirely into Noah's body. 

Like an empty husk, everything about this Nature Integration expert faded as his whole body glimmered 

away into purple dust- everything about it having been absorbed by Noah as its light passed through the 

connection of the Avalon Dimension Chassis and towards his main body! 

This light underwent quantitative and qualitative change under Absolute Loot Authority as above Noah's 

main body in the Dimensional Holy Land, a massive and radiant Quintessential Treasure Cache began to 

form. 

Its light was vibrant as it shockingly surged with tendrils of dense fortune, destiny, Karma, Fate…and the 

fantastical allure of Providence. 

That was the stage that Absolute Loot Authority had reached! 
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The wonders to come out of the Quintessential Treasure Cache backed by Absolute Loot Authority were 

bound to be something shocking. 

But there were even more surprises that came with the process of killing a Nature Integration expert. 

While not entirely connected, they were related as it was Noah's usage of Absolute Avalon Authority to 

attack as Absolute Pure Mana Output turned this into wisps of the Absolute Fundamental Authority of 

Manadynamics! 

It created a fantastical result at the end. 

<Your Understanding of the Fundamental Natural Law of Manadynamics has reached 25%> 

<Initial Understanding in the opposing Fundamental Natural Law of Entropy is beginning to bloom.> 

…! 

HOOONG! 

A symphony of a blaring horn boomed out. While a Quintessential Treasure Cache formed above him, 

his visage erupted with a cerulean light that began to interweave with a malevolent obsidian crimson 

light! 

Manadynamics and Entropy. 

If you found an existence proficient in one, there were more than likely proficient in the other! 

Noah had finally crossed the threshold of one of these Fundamental Natural Laws as he now began 

gaining initial understanding on the other. 

And while this occured… 

<Your Authority as an Emperor of this Age significantly increases> 

His Quintessential Kainos Authority rose to ever greater levels as an existence of his stature eradicated 

someone so much higher. 

As someone like him actually killed a Nature Integration Realm existence! 

And as he killed a weakened being of such a level that was already near death from the actions of other 

beings similar in power, something occurred in this same period of time. 

Something not in the Avalon Dimension or the Dimensional Holy Land of his Gourmandizing Dimensional 

Reality, but instead in the Dream Dimension! 

It was a disturbance that caused his Dream Dimensional Chassis to open its golden eyes from the depths 

of the Absolute Kainos Dream Dungeon. 

The clone had been twirling with the Essence of Dreams with purpose and understanding when all of 

sudden, it felt massive fluctuations of power and Essence as a golden shooting star made its way directly 

toward the Dungeon. 

But this golden star was not alone as with it, tens of gray lights followed! 



Gray lights that the moment Noah fully ascertained what they were, he couldn't help but curse. 

"Fuck." 

BOOOM! BOOM! 

The golden and gray lights crossed the Boundary of the Dungeon with ease, the figure enshrouded in the 

golden light that Noah recognized as Providence suddenly twisting in the air as if he wasn't just being 

propelled by a shocking force- his figure descending and coming to land right before the entrance of the 

first floor of the Absolute Kainos Dream Dungeon! 

But the gray light of Abominations smashed onto the sandy gold earth and caused multiple indentations 

due to their rejection of the surrounding essence. 

"..." 

Noah couldn't help but curse as this was entirely unexpected- nor had he had any indication of it 

happening. 

A Dimensional Ruler clad in the essence of Providence arrived with tens of Abominations! 

His preparations…were for a single Abomination that should have been arriving at this location while 

chasing a Suzerain soon. 

Yet Providence had thrown something else entirely as grok the inner Boundary of the Dungeon… 

KRRR!  

ROAR! 

The bodies of the Abominations twitched and rose with authority. 

A few cracks could be seen over their hardened gray scales and skin, but there was nothing more apart 

from that as they bared their fangs right away towards the enemy they had even chased here! 

An enemy whose expression was unfettered- the visage of an ancient old man standing strong as his 

form shone with golden grandeur as he instant turned and began slowly walking into the first floor of 

the Absolute Kainos Dream Dungeon. 

And terrifically, the Abominations roared out an followed right anger as this sudden development of 

events caused Noah to scramble for a solution! 

While the Dream Dimensional Chassis would deal with this, the Main Body did not wish to wait. 

Even though challenges were constantly blooming, he still wanted to gaze upon the Quintessential 

Treasure Cache that stemmed from the upgrades of the Resplendent Treasure Emperor and a Nature 

Integration expert. 

<Open.> 

WAA! 

So he spoke with authority. 



And the radiant multicolored chest opened up like an ancient monastery that was lost through time. 

An opening that came with gorgeous prompts! 

<+3 ZENITH Blood Drops of the Nyavagoth True Emperor from the Age of Terror has been attained.> 

<The Absolute Mirror Dimensional Relic Spear of Reflection has been obtained.> 

<The Failed Modus Operandi of Reality Integration from the Age of Exploration has been obtained.> 

<The Broken Connate Fantasia Dimensional Relic Fabric Tearer has been obtained.> 

<The Excerpt of the Watcher from the First Age of the Olden Era has been obtained.> 

<50 Obsidian Dimensional Reality Panaceas have been obtained> 

<The Remnants of the Dictatorial Nature Absorbing Arts have been obtained.> 

<The Connate Dimensional Relic Wings of Magic have been obtained.> 

<The Reality Altering Construct of the Golden Forge has been obtained.> 

<The Excerpt of the Fallen from the Last Age of the Olden Era has been obtained.> 

<The Transcendent DHARMA Relic Crown of the Ascendant has been obtained.> 

<The Gigantomachy Origin Physique Refinement Modus Operandi has been obtained.> 

Surging waves of fortune overflowed in a stellar fashion as Noah's Expansive Space lit up brightly! 

Ridiculous names of treasures continued to rise before him as their brightness overcame everything else 

in his Expansive Space, promising magisterial wonders that Noah could not even imagine! 

Chapter 2026 A Cache Spanning Across TheAges! L 

Too many wonders fell before Noah's eyes! 

In the Expansive Space, ridiculous Loot like the Excerpts of existences from the First Age of the Olden Era 

and the Last Age of the Olden Era appeared. 

Obsidian Dimensional Reality Panaceas…Connate Relics…Modus Operandi…and even drops of terrifying 

Bloodlines! 

It was all too fantastical as he let his eyes be drawn over by destiny. 

He let his will surge out to see which item drew him the most! 

HUUM! 

A low symphony began to buzz as his will came upon a page. 

An ancient page that held fissures and swirling waves of the Fundamental Natural Law of Providence. 

It was the page that was termed <Failed Modus Operandi of Reality Integration>! 
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<Failed Modus Operandi of Reality Integration>:: A technique from the Age of Exploration that an 

Irregular close to attaining the Seat of the True Emperor of this Age had forged. Staying true to the 

meaning of his Age, he explored a different pathway of Nature Integration apart from Integrating ones 

Aspects of Existence with Decreta and Natural Laws to become part of the fabric of Reality. This Failed 

technique tried to explore things in the other direction as its forger tried to instead have the fabric of 

Reality become a part of him and control Natural Laws and Decreta to fall under his command. The input 

into his Aspects was too much as his Origin faced instant destruction and he instead became assimilated 

into the fabric of Reality. The methods of this technique begin with… 

…! 

In Noah's eyes, time came to a halt. 

Nothing seemed to matter but the ancient page before his eyes as when he read its contents, he 

couldn't shake them off! 

All Nature Integration existences became a part of the Fabric of Reality when they integrated Natural 

Laws and Decreta. 

But what if one tried to force the very fabric of Reality to become a part of them? 

An Irregular had tried such a marvelous idea as…it cost him his life and the Seat of the True Emperor! 

But as soon as Noah saw it, it was like a seed that sprouted into a wildfire that he could not put out. 

This…was the first loot to come out of the Quintessential Treasure Cache. 

Something that caused Noah to look at his own path and Realm progression as he had to 

wonder…would he follow what he had currently set or would he try to innovate once more and do 

something that even an Irregular had failed at many Ages ago?! 

The question was a hard one as with reluctance, Noah pulled his eyes away and sought to see if the 

answer could be found in any of the other loot to come out. 

<ZENITH Blood Drops of the Nyavagoth>:: Three drops of blood were lost through time during a perilous 

battle. They stemmed from Chthonian Emperor Nyavagoth ehp had attained the Seat of the True 

Emperor in the Age of Terror. If you can replicate their bloodline, you can attain a Unique body 

constitution that allowed this existence to passively swallow the essence of Nature through his cells, 

gaining understanding in Decreta and Natural Laws over time… 

…! 

In the Expansive Space, three crimson black Cosmos could be seen as they released a terrifying life force 

and Vitality. 

Well, they seemed like stellar Cosmos but they were merely drops of blood! 

Noah had to commend Absolute Loot Authority as it truly granted him what he needed the most, the 

Lineage of a terrifying past True Emperor being something that one couldn't easily put a value on. 

As for replicating it? 



HUUM! 

Noah's will shone with the light of Gravitation as he drew these three drops of blood towards his Body. 

Whether one would be enough to attain the Bloodline and the other drops of blood could baptize Noah 

in some way was unknown, but he had no problem assimilating them into his own ZENITH 

Quintessential Kainos Emperor Bloodline and seeing what the results would be! 

Like an expansive black hole, the Obsidian crimson drops of blood disappeared into him as his body 

instantly began to pulse with a fiendish air. 

An air of ancientness and wildness permeated outwards as his body took everything in and tried to 

make something out of it! 

And while this occured, his eyes were drawn into another loot in the Expansive Space. 

This one was unique as it was a multicolored ball of light that seemed to contain a pristine bundle of 

information. 

It was the <The Reality Altering Construct of the Golden Forge>! 

<The Reality Altering Construct of the Golden Forge>:: A unique systemic construct from the Age of 

Fortune. The True Emperor of this Age had obtained her seat by doing nothing but elevating the height 

of this construct, bringing to fruition a Golden Forge that passively generated Connate Relics, Panaceas, 

Lineages, Techniques, and many other things that were lost in the river of Providence across the Ages. 

The True Emperor had remained in her homeworld and continuously elevated her construct while 

consuming everything it gave, and by the time she left her home to explore, she found that she was the 

one with the most strength and Fortune in her Age… 

<...> 

Noah was speechless. 

Things could also be done like this? 

The workings of a terrifying construct entered his mind as it granted shocking prospects, its usage having 

already shown guaranteed results as all that Noah had to do was grasp exactly what it was and if he 

could make this the next aspect of his system! 

Reading it's description and beginning to assimilate its boundless information caused Noah to be even 

more excited for the rest of the loot! 

His eyes and will sought them out as they landed on another Resplendent glow. 

It was another ancient looking page, but this one was torn and divided as it didn't seem complete. 

It was the Excerpt of the Fallen from the Last Age! 

<Excerpt of the Fallen from the Last Age>:: An excerpt from the Age of Destiny that contains records of 

those who had fallen under the reign of the True Emperor of this Age. It contains memories of a few 

Destined Emperors that can be accessed with an input of the Essence of a Fundamental Natural Law and 



three Decreta. Accessible Records include <Feng's Demise>, <The Fall of the Kun Peng Emperor>, <The 

End of Hatred>, and <Eowyn's Adversity>. 

…! 

A page that contained shocking bundles of information. 

A page that even for it to be read- strict requirements were in place! 

Chapter 2027 The End Of Hatred! L 

The Excerpt of the Fallen from the Last Age floated within Noah's Expansive Space grandly as his will 

couldn't pull away from it. 

There were many things he wanted to see within it, hit body lighting up with the Essence of 

Manadynamics, Avalon, Dream, and Prana as he allowed them all to surge into this golden page. 

The Essence of a Fundamental Natural Law and three Decreta surged into it as Noah saw the ancient 

page swirl with a fantastical light, his nearby will sucked into it as he came into a unique space! 

A unique space that was a blank void except for ten massive doors. 

Each door was a memory as above one relatively small door, Noah could see <The Fall of the Kun Peng 

Emperor>. 

At a slightly larger door, <Eowyn's Adversity> could be seen written above! 

The doors varied in size as <The End of Hatred> was not even the largest, with the largest door actually 

being titled…<The Last Stand>! 

Noah's will received bundles of information soon after as he understood exactly how the Excerpt of the 

Fallen from the Last Age worked. 

The larger the door, the more Units of the Fundamental Natural Law and three Decreta that were 

required as Noah directly placed more and more…into the door holding the vibrant words of <The End 

of Hatred>. 

The exploration of Loot was stopped briefly as Noah wanted to see just what was held in the ancient 

page of the Excerpt of the Fallen from the Last Age! 

His essence was rapidly expended as seconds passed. His will slowly began to have a sinking feeling as if 

he was entering an entirely different location, his vision being taken away soon after as he entered 

utmost darkness. 

— 

<Excerpt of the Fallen from the Last Age>:: Title- The End of Hatred. 

The skies or the earthen layers could not be seen. 

Even the void of space was barely perceptible as every single fabric of Reality was filled with the Essence 

of dense and actively moving Natural Laws, Fundamental Natural Laws, and the Decreta of multiple 

Dimensions! 
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Occasionally, these dancing clusters of essence would be drawn upon by two wills as they formed into 

sharp swords that tore against their enemy. 

The figures of those in combat were imperceptible to the common eye as they shone with a blinding 

radiance, where the mechanics of the blooming battle would be understood very little unless one had 

reached the same stage as them! 

One was a massive demonic existence while the other was humanoid and shining with a glorious luster. 

Their bodies were swirling with dense Seas of Absolute Fundamental Authority and Absolute Decreta 

Authority as their wills fought for supremacy! 

The spacetime continuum was constantly ruptured and reinstated, the flow of space and time 

constantly put in shambles- but these figures fought like they superseded all of this. 

The demonic figure in particular was shining with a light of glory as his voice emanated powerfully for 

many light years. 

<What exactly are you trying to do?> 

HUUUUM! 

A voice alone that carried the authority of the Fundamental Absolute authority of Manadynamics and 

Entropy. 

While his voice echoed out, his hand moved like countless blinding suns as they shone with a luster that 

even Connate Dimensional Relics could not match! 

BOOOM! 

The Natural Laws of Weak Nuclear Force and Strong Nuclear Force tumbled as the very structure of 

Reality was broken and reformed in real time- the enemy on the receiving end of this moving with 

utmost calm as any attack that flowed towards his glorious visage…would seemingly disintegrate the 

moment it neared his skin. 

<I'm looking for a change….any change at all.> 

His voice was entirely unexpected. 

It was filled with warmth and a calculative glare that didn't have any malice or killing intent towards the 

enemy it faced! 

Yet the surging tendrils and rivers of essence moving under his command were undeniable as they 

neared the visage of the Demonic Emperor. 

Of Hatred! 

HOONG! 

A blaring sound boomed out. 

<I see.> 



Radiant light erupted around the body of Hatred as the fabric of Reality was torn. 

Above his barely perceptible demonic visage, Reality peeled open like a mirror as it reflected the visage 

of Hatred from another possible path- from a parallel reality that ran alongside his! 

This other Hatred opened its eyes with blinding coldness as it moved out of its parallel path and came 

towards the plane with the occurring battle, this scene repeating multiple more times as behind Hatred, 

below him, and to the side- mirrors parallel paths revealed themselves as other versions of him moved 

in synchrony to surge out and surround a single enemy! 

SHIING! 

The Natural Laws that kept together the fabric of Reality were thrown into chaos as horrendous 

destructive forces all surged towards a lonely humanoid figure full of radiance. 

A figure that even amidst such a cataclysmic change, calmness remained as towards the incoming waves 

of attacks that could erase an existence, he reacted simply as his best began to shine…with an 

incandescent gray radiance! 

Gray. 

This light came to cover his whole body as the Essence of Natural Laws and Decreta seemed pushed 

aside for a second. 

This light glimmered with a domineering might as it prevented all the deadly waves of catastrophe from 

even nearing- wings of resplendent gray light forming on the back of the humanoid as he turned into a 

streak of gray light that instantly passed through one of the many bodies of Hatred in the chaotic space! 

WAA! 

The Segregation of Natural Laws and Decreta occurred nigh simultaneously as the gray light did not 

stop. 

Its wings buzzed as this light became ever faster, intent on ripping apart as many Hatreds as possible as 

the only way to track it was with the allure of a dazzling multicolored crown and the structure of a 

throne that seemed nearly complete above it! 

<Your goal is a fool's errand.> 

Amidst all of this, the voice of the Central Hatred resounded out as Swords of Apollyon, Niflheim, 

Avalon, Prana, Fantasia, Dream, Mirror…Swords of a myriad of Dimensions formed while mixing with 

tendrils of Natural Laws to try and stop the advancement of a single man. 

<Even if you succeed…you still fail at the same time.> 

Chapter 2028 The End Of Hatred! Ll 

<Even if you succeed…you still fail at the same time.> 

The voice of Hatred was old and filled with certainty. 
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And yet the man he faced did not care, becoming ever faster as crescent moons of gray light as vast as 

Sanctums proliferated and bloomed out with purpose! 

His reply was simple. 

<Maybe. But I will at least live to find out.> 

WAA! 

A deadly verdict. 

A verdict that OPPENHEIMER would deliver on this day! 

<<END>> 

HOONG! 

A blooming ray of light returned Noah's consciousness after witnessing fantastical scenes, his Will being 

taken back to the void of space with many doors. 

An Excerpt! This was all it was as it was just a piece of information, with this ancient page being torn and 

worn out as it didn't give the full record! 

But it showed shocking scenes as just a single one managed to show Noah a hidden history with his eyes 

barely taking a glimpse at the battle mechanics of extremely powerful existences. 

It also showed OPPENHEIMER covered with a pristine gray light Noah could say with certainty was 

connected to the Abominations, with the power of this existence being nonsensical as he was fine even 

while facing multiple Hatreds from parallel Realities! 

His background and capabilities were still just great mysteries that would maybe be somewhat solved if 

Noah went through all of the memories here. 

His eyes were vibrant as they stared at the other doors, but he held back on rampantly going through 

everything as he waited a few seconds for his resources to fully recover before infusing them onto 

another door. 

— 

Outside of the Excerpt of the Fallen from the Last Age where a portion of Noah's will was pulled in, his 

main body was releasing waves of incandescent allure as the drops of blood he had devoured and the 

bundles of information he was interpreting about the Construct of the Golden Forge were made clear to 

his eyes. 

For the Three drops of blood… 

<The ZENITH Lineage of the Nyavagoth had been assimilated into the Lineage of the Quintessential 

Kainos Emperor.> 

His very cells lit up brightly with an Obsidian crimson light as his body began to suck in the surrounding 

essence like a vortex. 



<The feature of Devouring Terror of Nature has been granted under the Lineage of the Quintessential 

Kainos Emperor. It allows you to devour the surrounding essence of Nature and Decreta at the self-

designated cost of the Mana and the Essence of Reality to control the pace and speed of absorption. 

After sufficient Units of essence of the targeted Natural Law or Decreta have been reached, initial 

understanding will be granted. The effectiveness of [Devouring Terror of Nature] is then reduced a 

thousandfold for the continued passive Devouring and increasing of Understanding in the targeted 

Natural Laws and Decreta.> 

WAA! 

The explosive force that his body released was domineering as what he wanted to gain understanding in 

the most right now…was Providence! 

And the concentration of Providence was always coiling in small amounts within Nature, but he knew of 

a place that held an overabundance of such essence. 

One was the Empyral Domain of Nature in the Main Reality, and the other was around an existence that 

had just walked into the Absolute Kainos Dream Dungeon! 

As Noah thought about what he would do, more prompts continued to rain down. 

<The residual blood of the Nyavagoth is resonating with the dense life force of the VITALITY Ecritures 

within your blood and your EMPYRAL Bones.> 

<The Authority within the Blood of Nyavagoth wishes to see the proliferation of life force and the 

stabilization of your foundation, increasing the progression of change for your EMPYRAL Bones as it 

wishes to turn your whole bony skeletal structure into EMPYRAL.> 

BOOOM! 

A crimson green maddening force of life erupted out as Noah gazed at his refulgent stellar body calmly. 

Foundation. 

What he had was unprecedented in this Age and more than likely in many past Ages, with the only 

mysteries being OPPENHEIMER and a few others as he would love to learn how the hell a being like 

Hatred pulled upon parallel paths to take his other selves within them to use as a form of attack. 

There were still many unfathomable mysteries across the Desolate Mausoleum and 9 Dimensions that 

he would have to wade through over time, but the more crucial aspect of all of this seemed to be the 

Fundamental Natural Laws and their integration. 

So while his Main Body observed the changes in his Bloodline and began to delve into the Reality 

Altering Construct of the Golden Forge, a major portion of his will came to focus on his Dream 

Dimensional Chassis in the Dream Dimension. 

Here, a figure clad in Providence was making his way across the floors of the Absolute Kainos Dream 

Dungeon! 

The floors were intricately designed worlds and realms with their own unique environments as 

throughout them, many Infinite Dream Automatons were stretched out. 



Though at this juncture, they didn't do anything but stare coldly at the figure of the Ancient old man 

who didn't even glance towards them while moving forward! 

This was a Dimensional Ruler. 

A mere Infinite Dream Automaton wouldn't do a single thing to him as Noah played things by the ear 

and watched as this being ascended towards the top floor where he resided. 

In every area that he passed, the Infinite Dream Automatons would fade away soon after as in the 

seconds that followed, deep roars and howls would come as tens of gray-scaled Abominations also 

scaled upwards! 

The Dreamer of Providence ascended like this as terrifying Beasts followed him from behind, finally 

coming across a massive golden sandy door floating at the peak of a void filled with tendrils of aether 

that he floated towards and pushed. 

It was the door that led to the Final Boss Room one would only reach after arduously defeating Infinite 

Dream Automatons and other existences Noah wanted to put within the Absolute Kainos Dream 

Dungeon! 

But this being arrived here simply as the scene changed once more. 

He appeared on a straight golden hall that was lined up by dazzling colors of countless Seeds of Reality 

that were piled up like mountains, the allure of other loot like Physique Refining Pearls, False Grotto 

Nacres, and genuine Grotto Nacres making up the mountains of wealth on the sides of this massive 

golden hall that led straight towards a golden throne! 

A throne…that currently had the Dream Dimensional Chassis sitting on calmly, his figure already 

beginning to erupt with a devouring force that only attracted the Essence of Nature the moment that 

the Dream Dimensional Ruler entered. 

He activated the <Devouring Terror of Nature> as per its description…he could set its resource cost to 

determine just how quickly his absorption was. 

So for the resource cost of Mana…he did not put a cap on it. 

For the resource cost of the Essence of Reality, he began with 1 Billion Units! 

HOONG! 

The dense particles of Providence around the Dreamer of Providence began to be pulled away with 

fervor as just as he had been doing…this being walked forward as his aged eyes now locked onto Noah's 

visage! 

Chapter 2029 Convergence! L 

The scene was a unique one to see as a Dimensional Ruler walked forward calmly in a long golden hall 

lined up by mountains of loot. 

He gazed at the seeds of Reality holding stellar Cosmos, the Nacres holding illusory rivers of Realities and 

everything else with an appreciative light as he continued forward. 
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His figure was draped in pristine sandy gold robes as his hair was tinged with streaks of gold and white, a 

rough beard present on his chin as his eyes shone with calm and brilliance! 

The Essence of Providence densely swirling around him as he walked forward, with this being pinching 

his fingers every now and then and erupting with Absolute Fundamental Authority, then nodding his 

head lightly…and then continuing to move forward! 

He neared Noah's massive golden throne without a word as when he got to the steps that led right to it, 

his bright eyes gazed at Noah up and down while he stroked his chin- and he simply nodded towards 

Noah. 

<...> 

No words. 

The two beings stared at each other as Noah cared not for this, his body vibrating with <Devouring 

Terror of Nature> as one could visibly see the Essence of Providence and any potent surrounding 

Essence of Natural Laws surging towards him! 

The concentration of natural essence to absorb in the surroundings would take too long and was too 

thin, but the Essence actively erupting from an existence like the one before him was too concentrated. 

The more this being released Providence, the faster that Noah could gain an initial understanding of it! 

So he also stared back wordlessly as this unique Dimensional Ruler stroked his chin thoughtfully while 

gazing at him up and down, and he then…went on to slum and sit on the golden steps leading to his 

throne while stretching his body as if he truly was a tired old man! 

<...> 

His visage turned around as just like Noah, he faced the doorway at the end where the roars of 

Abominations could already be heard from afar. 

While stretching his body that pulsed with shocking power, this being finally spoke. 

<Ah, these old bones aren't as strong as they used to be. It's good that the younger generation will step 

in to help old things like us.> 

<...> 

The Dreamer of Providence spoke calmly while nodding with understanding at his own words, Noah 

speechless at this as he was already forming a plan on how to solve the immeasurably difficult problem! 

Since this being had spoken, Noah replied back. 

"Who might you be?" 

His Tri-Pupiled eyes were shining brightly, but they couldn't obtain anything from this being as he was 

purposefully wrapped in mystery. 

<Friends call me Old Dreamer, enemies call me the Dreamer of Providence. I'm just an old man that has 

been living for too long, and yet my time still has not come.> 



…! 

As he spoke he waved his hands with a spatial light as some Seeds of Reality from the mountain of loot 

came towards him, grabbing some and putting them in his mouth to chew on them like peanuts! He 

nodded his head in appreciation while he did so, and the roars opposite to them continued to get even 

louder! 

Noah's eyes were sharp as while discerning with destiny and trying to grasp Providence, he asked 

calmly. 

"And why did you step into my Abode and lead all of these monstrous Abominations here, Old 

Dreamer?" 

His friends called him Old Dreamer. His enemies called him the Dreamer of Providence.  

HUUM! 

Providence flourished in even greater abundance around the figure of this old man as a smile spread on 

his lips while he continued to chew on the Seeds of Reality! 

<As I mentioned, it is not my time to die yet. The pesky Abominations on their way here and their 

handler who will no doubt be coming soon wanted to defy the workings of Providence, so I was led 

here. So long as I am here…I shouldn't lose my life?> 

His tone turned quizzically towards the end as if even he wasn't sure! 

Noah shook his head with annoyance as his preparations had not fully finished before he was thrust into 

this nexus event. 

The next set of Annihilation Techniques were not fully formed as he would have to divert a Clone to fully 

finish this now, with his Main Body remaining absorbed in understanding the loot from the 

Quintessential Treasure Cache. 

The issue of tens of Abominations coming and even more on their way after that…his Dream 

Dimensional Chassis could not handle this alone as he would need aid from another Clone! 

"I have measly power at the Grotto Haven level, what makes you think being in my domain will aid in 

any way against creatures that you cannot handle?" 

Noah asked inquisitively as he wanted to understand Providence more! Just what information did it 

grant others about him, or was it just surface level as nothing crucial was known about him? 

<Mmm, I also found that baffling…> 

The Old Dreamer turned towards Noah briefly with sharp eyes as he continued. 

<...but I've learned not to question Providence. I'm also curious to see how this pans out so much so that 

I'm ignoring the fact that you are Devouring the nearby domains of the Dream Dimension and even the 

Essence of Decreta and Natural Laws. I'll seek your aid in understanding this later.> 

WAA! 



His eyes held a hint of profound wisdom as he smiled, turning back to see the gray scales of a Claw 

tearing apart the doorway as the Abominations neared! 

<Against constructs that even Dimensional Rulers cannot stand against, how will a single existence that 

hasn't integrated with Nature stand against them? I'm curious about this the most. But if you're 

planning on doing anything…it would have to be very soon, my young friend.> 

ROOAAR! 

The bellows of Abominations that dispersed Decreta and Natural Laws stretched out. 

Tears in space stretched out as the first Claw of an Abomination making its way over forcefully tore open 

the void and turned its apathetic gray eyes into the grand golden boss room! 

Chapter 2030 Convergence! Ll 

Noah's eyes came face to face with an Abomination for the first time without gazing upon parallel paths. 

He sensed its ferocity and power as his will connected with all parts of him. 

It was time. 

The Dream Dimensional Chassis continued to stare ahead at just one of the terrifying enemies as others 

neared calmly, the Old Dreamer waiting to see how things would unfold with curiosity as he soon picked 

up a change! 

Behind the massive golden throne was a crystalline wall stretching upwards. 

This crystalline wall began to fluctuate as a spatial light covered it- a light that pristine glimmered 

purple! 

— 

Across the folds of the spacetime continuum. 

Noah watched the husk of the Heliotrope Lion Emperor slump down with dimming light as the Sword of 

Avalon was pulled out. 

The Avallonis Beasts in the surroundings produced droning sounds as they howled towards the royal 

purple skies. 

Crimson gold blood dripped from it as he didn't seem happy or sad at this death, but some of the 

Dimensional Rulers behind him definitely felt the latter emotion as Merlin and a few others stared 

towards Noah coldly! 

Morgana, Arthus, and some others who weren't as close to Emerillon remained impassive as Morgana 

had even wanted to be the one to take care of the Traitor herself. 

And Guinevere…well, she had returned to an impassive gaze that was about to speak when Noah's voice 

stretched out very quickly. 

"It seems there has to be a change of plans." 
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WAA! 

He placed the Sword of Avalon on his shoulder as its tip released a purple-gold light, the space behind 

him beginning to fluctuate with a spatial light as he continued! 

"I mentioned that after cleansing the traitors, the plan was to let you experience what an Abomination 

truly is in the Dream Dimension." 

"But…it seems like it will be multiple Abominations and not a single one." 

BZZZT! 

As he spoke, the spatial light behind him became more solidified and pristine as it formed a huge wall of 

light that showed the scene of the back of a throne and a resplendent old man that was actually staring 

back, along with the terrifying grandeur of a gray scaled beast that looked like Tyrannosaurus 

Dragonoid! 

The tear in space behind it fluctuated as beside it, a Simian Phoenix appeared, a Serpentine 

Turtle…multiple gray scaled beasts that seemed to be combinations of different species appeared as 

their apathetic gazes shone with malice. 

Noah fantastically formed a gateway between two Dimensions as one side could see the other, his 

visage letting out magisterial light as the Sword of Avalon was raised and pointed towards the 

Abominations in the Dream Dimension! 

"Those are Enemies of Avalon. And I plan to show you all how to take care of them before they spread 

death and decimation across Dimensions." 

WAA! 

His voice was steady as the Sword of Avalon began to buzz. 

The figure of Guinevere appeared beside Noah as she looked into the Dimensional Gateway 

inquisitively, her purple-white hair shining with dazzling light as she studied the situation behind the 

gateway! 

The situation was time sensitive as Noah's Avalon Dimensional Chassis was the first to float towards the 

Dimensional Gateway, his voice trailing behind him as the grandeur of Imperius Avallonis caused the 

Grotto Haven Avallonis Beasts to surge like a tide to stand by him. 

<Those willing can come, those not convinced can stay behind. Just know that those who do follow will 

be the ones to attain the most rewards and authority.> 

His voice became tinged with authority as he spoke, his figure disappearing into the Dimensional 

Gateway as not too long after he stepped in, Guinevere's figure released a purple light as an Absolute 

Avalon Clone formed and floated towards the center of the lake where the Sword used to be in Stone, 

her actual body floating towards the Dimensional Gateway as she spoke out to those behind her. 

<I remind you all that the one to pull the Sword from Stone was designated to be the one to lead 

Avalon. If you all truly care for this land, you will follow the lead of the Imperius Avallonis.> 



HUUM! 

Absolute Avalon Authority surged from her as she disappeared into the gateway. 

Atop the thrones floating above the lake, Morgana gritted her teeth as she followed with unwillingness 

in her eyes, while Dimensional Ruler Arthus remained impassive as his figure also floated forward! 

Merlin gazed at the husk of a body that used to be Emerillon as he sighed, but even his astounding 

visage went forward as Galahad followed soon after. 

A tide of Avallonis Beasts flowed in with them as that was it! 

The remaining Dimensional Rulers had impassive expressions as a woman with vibrant white hair shook 

her head with authority. 

It was Gawain- with her unmatched beauty that still didn't reach the height of Guinevere. 

<I will stay behind to protect Avalon from any external threats. We can't all empty out of our home to 

aid another Dimension and leave it defenseless.> 

A valid point echoed from her as the remaining Dimensional Rulers voiced out similar intentions. 

Guinevere's clone gazed at them coldly without a word as her eyes remained on the Dimensional 

Gateway- as well as the events playing out behind it! 

Guinevere, Morgana, Arthus, Merlin, and Galahad. 5 Dimensional Rulers went across Dimensional Walls 

as they appeared in the sandy allure of the Dream Dimension, inside the boss room of the Absolute 

Kainos Dream Dungeon as their gazes took everything in. 

The identical aura of authority from the Dream Dimensional Chassis seated on the Throne and the 

Avalon Dimensional Chassis that now stood beside it. 

The Old Dreamer on the steps who actually rose at this instance while patting his old robes with a smile, 

his voice echoing out to greet all of them! 

<I was wondering how this would unfold. Never in my guesses was that the staunch ones from the 

Avalon Dimension would come to my aid. Even you…Guinevere?> 

His eyes were filled with knowledge and wisdom as he spoke, filled with smiles and profound Providence 

as he gazed between her and the Avalon Dimensional Chassis that held the Sword of Avalon! 

<You were the last person I would expect to ever leave your abode after billions of years. The Sword of 

Avalon holds such sway?> 

Words that seemed to hold a lot of information as these existences knew each other. 

Guinevere only passed her eyes over the Old Dreamer coldly as her will focused on the Abominations 

and then Noah's two figures, her reply succinct. 

<We are not here to save you, Old Man.> 

Her intentions were made clear as she stepped forward. 



Boundless authority began to emanate from her as she walked down the golden steps and towards the 

surge of Abominations that were only increasing in number on the other side of the boss room. 

<We are here, Imperius Avallonis. So how do we take care of Beasts that made even the Old Dreamer 

cower for protection?> 

WAA! 

Absolute Fundamental Authority began to surge around her as the Dream Dimensional Chassis remained 

seated on the throne. 

The Avalon Dimensional Chassis walked on the golden steps as his visage also began to emanate with 

authority, beginning to speak clearly in the midst of some of the most powerful existences! 

<The Authority of Laws and Decreta are minimized and cannot kill them.> 

HUUM! 

A low symphony of battle and valor began to play. 

In the middle of Noah's words, the Old Dreamer smiled as he interjected. 

<Absolute Fundamental Authority can harm them somewhat. But they are still tough little bugs that 

aren't easily exhausted.> 

More information was brought forward as Noah gazed at the Old Dreamer and nodded, continuing soon 

after. 

<The answer…is Mana.> 

WAA! 

<Isolate any essence of Laws or Decreta away as everything thrown their way should be painted with 

pure Mana…where one of the only Natural Laws that may work against them being Manadynamics and 

the purest authorities that can stem from this. Pure and unadulterated Mana.> 

…! 

Providence surged as authority flew out madly. 

Forces from two Dimensions converged against a terrifying force that hadn't even arrived in its entirety, 

the Commander of the Legion of these Abominations also making his way over as a profoundly 

significant nexus event was about to bloom! 

 


